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tag[s]: the sponsorship story , is this [a] rough draft the pervert next to me at the public station hopes 

so because then [than?] he could pretend he’d done more that a lil’ old? Me. [which day of the week 

and on which year][oh yearnings] 

 

12.29.17 

Methods to report, I guess:  

From cited: bazooka gum 

“who is the tallest” [… slightly re-directed to paraphrase]  “person I know …” 

I’m not sure if it’s too soon to say: bu t here missing t was this group the too soon part, perhaps, 

perhaps not: Who goes around “busting” which I’m not sure qualifies as a bust: homeless people during 

their rest hours effectively trashing their stuff and the group is often on illicit drugs but in an ode to non-

recovering; they also attempt to arrest [sp] the homeless people using rules  such as : this is city 

property, this is a city park, people have seen you and called us: The Cops, Police. 

  I’m not sure in truth and under oath if such rules are effectively real: how could it even be close to 

illegal for a homeless person outside to be resting on city property: it’s already illegal that they are 
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homeless outside, and that part illegality is not on their behalf but rather on the behalf of the people in 

housing who  … 

…    In the query of well so-so owns [buns] their own home: and so-so pays rent:  

so this: such-and-such: 

Deserves to be  

Homeless, outside. [of course, the obvious: ? is this an ethical perspective and what happens if a 

perspective even one emphasized into reality is unethical] 

12.30.17 

   In donated hot 

Tea! And so deserves to be homeless on-the: street.  

When such homeless circumstance is publicized  --- [of course, the obvious in repetition: ? see ethics] 

[The counter-feit of audacity] 

 A group, and-or groups of people housed illegally start showing up on homeless spots, and 

posing as homeless to the homeless ; whilst calling the cops on them for being homeless; hoping 

to exchange the crimes they have-are committing  onto the homeless [i.e. onto non-crime]. 

 

    The Modern Affair [theme: Af Fair/ …] of Homelessness Involves Escalated Risk of False Arrests 

[sp?] 

     They then continue to infringe upon homeless services hoping to escape permanently arrest [sp?] 

and live in a static form of false-criminal immunity.  

   Of course the cops that show up to falsely arrest the actual homeless are never real cops; and 

sumTimes I wonder 911 aside: how do they get the call: Is it a personal call the fake homeless make.  

   As review: being homeless outside is illegal for the rest of society in partitions of housing; not for 

the actual homeless. [i.e. in the form how it is that they came into their  housing and how it is that 

they stay in their housing in perspective of are you escaping committing crime by being housed 

when others are homeless and-or effectively homeless] 

   IN the scene of actual criminal and likely mostly non-reformed criminal investigation; the place to 

start isn’t necessarily: 

Are they homeless or not; though that should go noticed and observed; but rather: but if you plan to 

deny that you are causing others to be homeless outside; and such by committing crime; those 
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claiming well it’s not them: whatever that means, because they or are paying for their housing [paid]; 

deserve to experience the 1st stage  [spelling of name? ]of Elliot Ness-like real estate investigation. 

  If you own your housing whose initial capital at the zero-point trail was it paid [by] that you have 

not worked enough at the 60% level while you live in and-or benefit from that property; and if to 

cover the lacking work-off you pay back rent: is the back rent coming from your own timed work-

earnings: i.e. you actually did or are soon enough doing that work. 

Back to tall? The usually three-person but to more “posse” involves at least two fake cops based on 

their arrest attempts records; and one very tall man; so tall: he is the tallest man in the area; to 

answer the riddle; who poses as some variant militia member; they ostensibly and violently pertain 

to no homeless rights: as if this were S. Africa and that were even close to acceptable considered 

culturally ethical; ethique. In any case at least the tall bird shows up at nearly every homeless 

function in the area; and steals what he can; since he’s not actually homeless or close-to homeless 

like state which is still as review effectively homeless; and that’s where [wear] you pay attention.  

  In this free and sided to just country where we are required empathetique for the undeserving 

blamed underdog and the deserving overachiever; for even the two can be the same; that tall man 

and his stealing “posse” is have and still are committing non-reforming perjury; whilst the false cops 

and their “allies” so be it ode to also tall bird [for allies and posse-s must be earned in significance] 

cackle unlike geese and more like jack-assed buffoons. 

   I know under oath, the real cops of the generation; now have a witness trauma incidence which 

may not be recover-able; but re-trace-able and caught: yes, of course. And perhaps this is the 

meaning of recovery. [New definitions working and having worked for recovering, recovered addicts; 

and functioning , functional mental illness sufferers. [and others in sin, really? … [See ethical info. 

Far almost above]  … Recovering, recovery, and even this portion: recovered]] 

theme: I have m. health and so I am? I think that’s just knot enough.  

 


